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Abstract The remains of a wooden V-shaped fish weir and associated structures have been
discovered near Ashlett Creek on the tidal mudflats of Southampton Water in Hampshire,
southern Britain. Radiocarbon dating of oak roundwood stakes taken from the main weir
structure date it to the middle Saxon period. Clusters of as-yet undated roundwood posts
within the catchment area of the weir are interpreted as the frames for fish traps that are
assumed to pre- or post-date the operational period of the weir itself. The weir is con-
temporary with wooden V-shaped fish weirs found elsewhere in southern and central
Britain, and also Ireland, but its circular catchment ‘pound’ remains restricted, in these
islands, to the Solent and Severn estuaries: it has a close parallel with another Saxon-era
weir on the nearby Isle of Wight. It also shows striking structural similarities with
examples in use today in Basse Normandy, on the southern shore of the English Channel.
The paper discusses the function and operation of the weir, and places it in its social and
historical context. Regressive cartography demonstrates that the structures have become
exposed as a result of saltmarsh retreat in this area of Southampton Water since the
nineteenth century. The radiocarbon dates returned for the posts demonstrate that this
transgression of the marsh must have been preceded by a prolonged period of progradation,
which covered and preserved the site; its subsequent re-exposure has negative implications
for its survival.
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Introduction
Fish weirs are permanent static fishing structures, built from wood, stone, or sometimes
concrete, that are erected in the coastal intertidal zone or on a river course. They function
by using long barriers, known as ‘leaders’, to marshal fish moving with the tide or current
into a zone of concentration—the ‘pound’—where they are trapped and collected by hand
or net. Tidal fish weirs are most commonly oriented to trap fish on the ebb tide, with the
catch stranded as the sea recedes. Fish traps, meanwhile, are much smaller, funnel-shaped
baskets that are anchored in the water, often on a wooden frame, in order to trap migrating
fish.
Clearly, the remains of static fishing structures help shed light on the past exploitation of
marine resources by the people and communities who constructed them. However, since
they were built to function within a very particular environmental niche—that is, on the
lower foreshore, within the intertidal zone—they may also serve as datums, particularly if
they can be securely dated, against which change in this often very mutable zone can be
measured (Allen 2002). Hence, they have the potential to inform issues of much broader
concern than solely the historical, such as climate change, sea-level rise and coastal ero-
sion. This is particularly useful in estuaries of great ecological and economic importance
such as Southampton Water in Hampshire, on Britain’s south coast, where the fishery
structures reported here are located (Fig. 1).
In March 2005, at dusk approached on a low spring tide, the authors were walking the
salt marshes and mudflats of Southampton Water between Calshott Spit and Ashlett Creek,
on the western shore of the estuary, when they came across a line of roundwood posts and
associated wattle protruding from the mud, close to the low-water mark. Further investi-
gation by the authors in full daylight revealed that these traced the outline of a V-shaped
fish weir, with a circular catchment pound at its apex. In addition, separate structures—
interpreted as frames for holding individual fish traps—were noted within the area bounded
by the weir’s leaders (Figs. 2, 3). The structures were surveyed and recorded within their
landscape context, and sample posts extracted for recording. Eleven years later, the first-
named author made a further visit to the site in April 2016 to take samples for radiocarbon
dating and species identification.1 The results and contextualisation of both these activities
are reported here.
Fish Weirs and Traps: an Archaeological Turn
Scholarly interest in static coastal fisheries has surged in recent decades. The reasons are
several, but in part must be attributed to a burgeoning interest in the intertidal zone in
general, as well as to a growing awareness of their existence, form and potential antiquity.
The global and chronological distribution of such structures is impressive (McGrail 1983:
36, 39–46; Desse-Berset and Billard 2012: 13–17; Billard 2016a: 23–31). Outside of our
area of focus, illustrative (though not exhaustive) archaeological and ethnographic
examples may be cited from other parts of Europe (Janko´ 1900; Sirelius 1906; Antipa
1916; Viveen et al. 2014), North America (Byram 1998; Tveskov and Erlandson 2003;
Connaway 2007; Caldwel 2008), Africa (White 1956; MacLaren 1958; Avery 1975;
1 We are grateful to Dr Julian Whitewright and Dr Fraser Sturt for their assistance in relocating the site,
obtaining wood samples for radiocarbon dating and species identification, and surveying the contemporary
location of the saltmarsh edge.
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Fig. 1 The location of the Ashlett fishery site (Upper image and annotation: J.P. Cooper; lower image
basemap: Crown Copyright and Database Right 2016. Ordnance Survey (Digimap Licence) 1:10 000 Scale
Raster [TIFF geospatial data], Scale 1:10000, Tiles: su40se, su40sw, Updated: 22 March 2013, Ordnance
Survey (GB), Using: EDINA Digimap Ordnance Survey Service, \http://digimap.edina.ac.uk[, Down-
loaded: 2016-10-10 15:46:59.025)
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Gribble 2005), the Arabian–Persian Gulf (Sergeant 1968; Carter and Killick 2010; Al-
Abdulrazzak and Pauly 2013), East Asia (Chen 1976; Jeffrery and Pitmag 2010; Zayas
2011; Jeffrey 2013), Australia (Dargin 1976; Bowen 1998; McNiven et al. 2012; Kelly
2014), and the Pacific (Cobb 1901: 427–433; Alexander 1902; Legendre 1912; Nishimura
1975). In chronological terms, the use of standing fishing technologies has been identified
as early as the Mesolithic, for example in Zealand, Denmark (Pederson 1995, 80–82) and
the Liffey estuary, Ireland (McQuade and O’Donnell 2007), Neolithic examples are known
Fig. 2 Site plan of the Ashlett fishery structures (Image: the authors)
Fig. 3 The fishery structures at Ashlett, looking west from seaward of the pound. The core Saxon fishweir’s
circular pound (∅ 3.5 m) and trajectories of the leaders are highlighted in yellow, the area of fish-trap frames
in pink, and the possible bracing post in blue. The Fawley oil refinery is visible in the background (Image: J.
P. Cooper) (Color figure online)
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from Wootton Quarr, England (Loader et al. 1997, 12) and Begschenhoek in the Nether-
lands (Louwe Kooijmans 1987: 238–242).
With their extensive coastlines and large tidal ranges, the islands of Britain and Ireland,
together with the Breton and Norman coasts of France, have proven particularly rich in
evidence of standing fisheries. Scholarly investigation of these began earliest in Ireland and
Wales. In the former, pioneering and mostly ethnographic documentation was conducted
across much of the republic by Went (1946a, 1946b, 1948, 1969) and in Northern Ireland by
Mitchell (1965). Subsequent archaeological work by O’Sullivan and colleagues since the
early 1990s has identified fish weirs on the Shannon, Fergus and Deel estuaries of the west of
Ireland (O’Sullivan 1994, 1995, 1997, 1999, 2001: 135–232; 2003, 2005; Dillon and
O’Sullivan 2008; Daly 2014; Sands et al. 2016), as well as in Strangford Lough (O’Sullivan
et al. 1997; McErlean and O’Sullivan 2002). Montgomery et al. (2015) have also recently
reported structures in Lough Swilly, Co. Donegal. To this list should be added the already
mentioned Mesolithic fishtraps of the Liffey. In Wales, early research was conducted by
Lewes (1924) in Cardigan Bay; Senogles (1969) and Jones (1983) in the Menai Straits;
Momber (1991) in Caernarfon Bay; and Jenkins (1974: 31–43) across several locations. They
were followed in the Severn Estuary by Godbold et al. (1994), who were among the first
archaeologists to carry out excavations in the intertidal zone. By the turn of the millennium,
Welsh surveys had identified 71 sites (Turner 2002: 96). Particular concentrations are
notable in Milford Haven (Turner 2002: 99), the estuaries of Carmarthen Bay (Page
1996a, b, 1997; James and James 2003) and the Severn estuary (Godbold et al. 1994; Nayling
1996;Allen andBell 1999;Nayling 1999a, b; Bell et al. 2000;Allen 2002;Brown et al. 2007).
Work on standing fisheries in Scotland has been slower in reaching publication, despite
Bathgate’s early attempt (1949) to draw attention to the subject in the wake of Went’s Irish
work. But many have been at least identified. Bathgate cites a weir at Loch Broom, Ross
and Cromarty, and signals others at Invershin and Culrain on the Kyle of Sutherland, and
on the Dornoch, Cromarty and Beauly Firths. Much of what has been done since Bathgate
focuses on the major estuaries of the north east, in particular the Moray and Cromarty
Firths and the Firth of Forth where numerous fish weirs have been identified: Cressey and
Hale (1998) identified 62 ‘fish-traps’ in their survey of the inner Moray Firth (see also
Hooper 2001); Hale (1998, 2005) reports at least one in the Cromarty Firth, and Robertson
(1996) and James (1996) identified 17 in the Firth of Forth (Dawson 2004: 40–44). In the
west, Paula and Colin Martin have identified a number in northern Argyll (Martin 2008).
Published research on England has focused on themajor estuaries of the south. Indeed, for
the most part, it has echoed Welsh interest in the Severn estuary and Bristol Channel, with
standing fishing structures in wood and/or stone identified in Somerset and the Levels
(McDonnell 1980; Dennison 1985; Aston and Dennison 1988; Hildich 1998; Allen 2004;
Rippon 2004; Brunning 2007; Chadwick and Catchpole 2012; Catchpole et al. 2013), in
Gloucestershire (Jenkins 1975: 45–46;Moore-Scott 1993; Rowbotham1993; Townley 1998;
Brown et al. 2005; Allen and Haslett 2006; Crowther and Dickson 2008; Chadwick and
Catchpole 2012), and as high upriver as Shropshire (Pannett 1988). The Severn structures
include V-shaped fish weirs and also fish traps of Saxon date (Chadwick and Catchpole 2012:
58–62, 66; Brunning 2007: 70–74; Catchpole et al. 2013: 3, 5) In North Devon, Preece (2005:
139–165) reports wooden V-shaped fish weirs from cartographic and textual sources and
archaeological survey in the Taw and Torridge estuaries, while Davis (1958: 25, 28) reports
V-shaped salmon weirs at Barnstaple and Lynmouth. In the south of the county, fish weirs or
traps have been noted in the Exe, Erme and Avon estuaries (Hegarty et al. 2014: 125–128;
Pink 2016: 65). Davis (1958: 25, 28) also reports stone tidal fish ponds in the Yealm estuary.
In south east England, a series of early andmiddle Saxon-era fishweirs have been identified in
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theBlackwater estuary inEssex (Gilman 1998; Strachan 1998;Hall andClark 2000, Ingle and
Saunders 2011) and on the Thames in west London (Cohen 2003, 2008a, b, c, 2011;
Greenwood 2008; Wharton 2008a, b), while fish traps have been identified in the wider
Thames estuary (Paddenberg and Hession 2008, 146, 148–149). Closer to the Ashlett
structures, on the Isle ofWight, is the alreadymentionedNeolithic fishweir atWoottonQuarr,
a late Saxon one at nearby Binstead (Loader et al. 1997: 22; Tomalin et al. 2012: 217–221),
and another of slightly later Saxo-Norman date on Ryde Sands at Springvale/Seaview Duver
(Loader 2008: 6). A series of around five early, middle and late Saxon fish weirs have also
been identified in the foreshore at Holme-next-the-Sea in Norfolk—unusually, not in an
estuarine context (Brennand and Taylor 2003: 9–10; Robertson and Ames 2010). Finally, a
Saxon and a Norman weir have been discovered on the River Trent at Colwick, Notting-
hamshire (Losco-Bradley and Salisbury 1988). Further marine fishery structures have been
recorded in England—for example off Cleethorpes in Lincolnshire and Morecambe Bay in
Lancashire (Jecock 2011)—but these have not been published in detail. Davis (1958: 30–32)
also reports contemporary examples at Dungeness, Rye and Dimchurch in Sussex, and on the
Ravenglass estuary in Cumbria, although thesewere net-based, and operated only seasonally.
Standing wooden and stone fishery structures across the English Channel are also
relevant to our discussion, particularly with reference to form and construction. Billard and
colleagues (Billard (ed.) 2012; Billard et al. 2013; Billard and Bernard (eds) 2016) have
carried out extensive research on archaeological and modern fish weirs on the coasts of
Normandy, while Langoue¨t and Daire (2009) have reported the existence of some 570
structures of various types along the length of the northern and southern coasts of Brittany.
Fish Weir Types
Typologies of shore, estuary and river fish weirs found in Britain and Ireland offered by
Salisbury (1991) and Bannerman and Jones (1999) gives a sense of the range of config-
urations employed in static fishery structures. Given the underlying principle of weirs as
devices that gather and concentrate prey into a small trapping area for collection (Davis
1958: 25–26), the ‘V’-type arrangement seen at Ashlett is, unsurprisingly, common. These
‘V’s may occur singly, as at Ashlett, Binstead (Loader et al. 1997: 22), and London (Cohen
2003: 13), with several more examples on the Blackwater estuary, and at Bunratty and
Strangford Lough in Ireland (O’Sullivan 1997, 2005; O’Sullivan et al. 1997; McErlean and
O’Sullivan 2002). But they may also form part of complex arrays, such as at Morecambe
Bay and Cleethorpes (Davis 1958: 27; Jecock 2011: 2–3), Swansea Bay (Nayling 1999c),
Magor Pill (Nayling 1999b) and at Collins Creek on the Blackwater estuary, where the
structures have been estimated to comprise 13,000 posts (Gilman 1998: 276).
Where shorelines were plentifully supplied with rocks, trees were relatively sparse in
the immediate hinterland, and the substrate was able to bear heavy weights and people
carrying them, weirs could be often constructed of stone, for example at Loch Broom
(Bathgate 1949) Minehead (Aston and Dennison 1988: 401) the Menai Straits and
Caernarfon Bay (Senogles 1969; Jones 1983; Momber 1991). However, in large, muddy
estuaries, such as the Shannon, Severn, Thames, and Blackwater, the Firth of Forth, and the
tidal flats of Normandy, construction in wood was favoured. In such cases, wood could be
sourced locally, carried across treacherous mudflats with relative ease, and fixed in the
mud. It is into this category that the Ashlett weir fits.
Table 1 and Fig. 4 summarise the locations of fish weirs and traps in Normandy, Britain
and Ireland that are comparable in either date or form to the Ashlett fish weir.
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Site Topography
The Ashlett structures are located in the mudflats of the western shore of Southampton
Water, about 1 km east–north–east of the small settlement of Ashlett, and close to the
modern mean neap low tide level (Fig. 1). In its upper reaches, the inter-tidal zone
comprises salt marsh that is cut through by meandering channels. The marsh terminates at
its seaward end with cliff of 0.5–1 m in height, below which are mudflats comprising deep
Holocene mud deposits and occasional shelly berms. These tidal wetlands support large
populations of migratory, overwintering and feeding birds, making the area of international
ecological importance (Burges 2000). Today the intertidal zone lies within the Hythe-to-
Calshot-Marshes Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and also the Southampton Water
and Solent Special Protection Area (Natural England 1994; Joint Nature Conservation
Committee 2001).
In contrast to this picture of ecological richness, this part of Southampton Water
shoreline is also heavily industrial. About 1 km to the north of the fishery site is the UK’s
largest oil refinery, ExxonMobil’s 330,000-barrel-a-day Fawley plant, together with
associated petrochemical facilities. The marine loading facilities of the complex come
within 750 m of the fishery structures. The Fawley power station, which until its closure in
Fig. 4 Map of Southern Britain, Ireland and northern France showing fishweirs and traps of comparable
date or form—in the case of Hauteville-sur-Mer— to the Ashlett fishweir (Image: J.P. Cooper)
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2013 was fuelled by pipeline from the refinery, lies a similar distance to the south–
southwest. Immediately inland, new woodland grows through the concrete aprons of a
wartime storage depot. The main shipping channel of Southampton Water is less than 1 km
to the east. The coastal landscape surrounding the site is therefore strategically significant
from both an environmental and economic perspective.
The structures were found protruding out of a deep layer of largely inorganic, con-
solidated and horizontally bedded Holocene blue–grey pyritic clays. These clays lie up to
up to 20 m deep in the immediate vicinity (Hodson and West 1972: 421–429), and up to
25 m deep around nearby Calshot Spit (Dyer 1980, 20, 23). Calshot Spit itself is of
Pleistocene origin, and because of the protection it provides against waves driven by the
prevailing south–westerly winds, the build-up of the Holocene clays within this area of
Southampton Water has largely kept pace with relative sea-level rise since the early
Flandrian period, when the sea began flooding the Pleistocene Solent River drainage
system of which the Southampton Water formed part (Allen and Gibbard 1993; Antoine
et al. 2003: 235; Everard 1954; Hodson and West 1972: 430, 435; West 1980: 8, 12–13).
Eustatic sea-level rise has been accompanied by a degree of isostatic subsidence associated
with post-glacial rebound (Lambeck 1993; Peltier et al. 2002; Shennan et al. 2006;
Shennan and Horton 2002).
The Structures
The fishing structures comprise arrangements of roundwood posts and occasionally asso-
ciated wattle eroding out of the Holocene clay downslope of the saltmarsh edge (Figs. 2,
3). At the time of the original 2005 survey, the posts stood up to 18 cm—but on average
7 cm—proud of the substrate. There were signs on some posts of attack by gribble
(Limnoriidae Sp.) and shipworm (Terredo navalis Lin.), suggesting that exposed posts were
prone to deterioration, and therefore cannot have been exposed for long. A visit to the site
in April 2016 to obtain wood samples for carbon dating and species identification revealed
far fewer visible posts than in 2005: in the intervening time, the ground surface had
changed from largely exposed Holocene clay to a widespread covering of broken shell
fragments, suggesting that some of the posts had been reburied, or in some cases had been
eroded away.
The posts formed three distinct elements. The first, closest to the mean low-water mark,
is referred to as the ‘core fish weir’. At its centre was a series of posts forming a circle
around 3.5 m in diameter, with a 1.2 m-wide opening. This opening was the object of
convergence of two relatively straight lines of posts, set at 90° to each other. One of these
(the ‘western leader’) ran for 26 m in a southwest-by-westerly direction, while the other
(the ‘northern leader’) ran northwest by north for 19.7 m (Figs. 2, 3). The second element,
lying slightly higher in the intertidal zone, is referred to as the ‘western leader extension’.
It comprised a line of posts running for 14.8 m in continuation of the alignment of the
western leader of the core fish weir, but separated from it by a gap of some 19 m. The third
element of the site comprised a group of posts found within the area enclosed by the
leaders of the core fish weir, and referred to hereafter as the ‘fish trap frames’: it is
identified, albeit tentatively, as the remains of a number of supporting frames for individual
fish traps, with a suggestion of a short leader between them.
The shape traced by the posts of the core fish weir clearly identifies it as such: this
would probably have originally been marked out by creating a shallow furrow along which
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the posts would have been driven into the substrate (Duhamel du Monceau 1769: 1.2.84).
On completion, its two leaders would have funneled fish returning to open water on the ebb
tide into the entrance of the pound. Two posts set about 60 cm apart within the circle of the
pound, about 1 m from the entrance, probably anchored the ends of two hurdles that acted
as a ‘no-return’ feature, allowing fish into the pound, but making it less likely that they
would find their way back out. It is of course unknown whether the surviving length of the
weir’s leaders reflect their original full extent: the visible portion of the northern leader in
particular stopped just short of a shell berm, which may or may not conceal further posts.
Of the two posts extracted whole from this structure, one (WP29; Fig. 5) was embedded
over 90 cm into the present ground level, and the other (NP02; Fig. 6) 30.5 cm. Penetration
of a 1.5-m-long auger into the clay at intervals along the line of one of the leaders
encountered only clay, and identified no stone footing to the weir—a feature found on
other weirs (Went 1951; Loader et al. 1997: 22; Bannerman and Jones 1999: 74, 78–79;
Nayling 1999a; Tomalin et al. 2012: 219). This partly reflects the amenability of the stiff
clay substrate to the deep driving of posts, rendering the use of supporting stones
unnecessary (Duhamel du Monceau 1769: 1.2.83), but also the local scarcity of
suitable rocks.
The core fish weir displayed a consistent construction technique throughout. The posts,
typically ranging from 5–10 cm in diameter, were spaced an average 48 cm apart—a
distance close to the traditional cubit. Evidence of wooden wattle was found during the
2005 survey at various points along both leaders of the weir and around its pound. An
exposed and relatively coherent wattle assemblage near the western end of the western
leader of the core fish weir revealed something of its structure: the vertical elements, or
sails, were typically 2 cm in diameter, occurred singly, and were spaced 10–15 cm apart,
while narrower horizontal rods, typically 1.5 cm in diameter, were woven around them,
again singly: not enough rods were exposed to establish the original spacing between them.
The wattle lay along the inner face of the leader, such that the force of the ebbing tide
would have braced it against the supporting posts (Fig. 7). It is worth noting in this regard
that ebb-tide currents in Southampton Water are typically twice as strong as the flood
(Sharples 2000: 50; Ribeiro et al. 2004). It is probable that the wattle constituted part of
structurally discrete hurdles, rather than having been woven around the posts themselves.
Such an arrangement would have made manufacture, repair and replacement of the wattle
elements considerably easier, since the hurdles could be made onshore, and simply carried
and fastened in place at low tide. It would also have allowed seasonal removal of sections
of the leader (see below).
Despite being in alignment with the western leader of the core fish weir, the posts
comprising the western extension indicate a quite different construction method. Here the
main supporting posts were spaced much further apart, at an average 4.7 m, or about five
paces (Fig. 2).2 Again, evidence of wattle was found between them, this time in the form of
sails protruding from the substrate. Unlike in the lower structure, however, these sails
occurred in pairs, rather than singly, with each pair set some 30–35 cm apart (Fig. 7). The
double sails may reflect the additional strength required by the hurdles to resist the force of
the current in the absence of more closely spaced supporting posts. The two posts extracted
from this section intact were found to be embedded to relatively shallow depths into the
clay—18 cm (WP48) and 21 cm (WP51) respectively (Table 2). Both had been sawn at
their lower end, rather than sharpened to a point. The possible reason for this is discussed
below.
2 Assuming a missing post in one case.
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Fig. 5 Line drawing of
roundwood post WP29 excavated
from the western leader of the
core fishweir: note the large tool
marks (see Table 2) (Image: J.P.
Cooper)
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Fig. 6 Photograph and line drawing of oak roundwood post NP02 excavated from the northern leader of the
core fishweir (see Tables 2, 3). Note the large tool marks (Image: J.P. Cooper)
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The posts of the putative fish trap frames were distributed over an area running just over
12 m in a broadly NW–SE direction, and almost 5 m in a SW–NE direction (Fig. 2). Little
pattern can be distinguished in the distribution of many of the posts, perhaps because they
were the remnants of incomplete frames. However, they tended to constitute small clusters,
each of which is interpreted as the remains of the frame for a single fish trap. They do not
form linear alignments that would lend themselves to an interpretation that they constitute
the remains of a discrete fish weir—or indeed an array of fish traps forming a ‘putt weir’ or
‘putcher weir’ such as that reported by Jenkins (1974: 47–54) and Turner (2002) on the
Severn estuary. Rather, two parallel rows of posts, about 0.8 m apart, could be discerned
Fig. 7 Sections of visible wattle from the core fishweir (above) and western extension (below) eroding from
the substrate. Note the single sails (indicated with arrows) of the core weir’s wattle, and the double sails
(circled) of that of the western extension. The scale of the upper image is in centimetres; the subdivisions in
the lower scale are 5 cm (Image: J.P. Cooper)
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running along the SSE edge of the scatter, and it is this configuration, lying broadly
perpendicular to the direction of the tide, that suggests these structures as the remains of
frames that had once supported conical woven basket-traps of the type attested elsewhere,
such as the Severn (Godbold et al. 1994: 23–27): comparable Neolithic and Iron Age
structures are attested from Wootton Quarr and Binstead Beach (Tomalin et al. 2012: 198–
199, 201–204). No in situ wattle or basketry was observed among these posts. If this
interpretation is correct, then the remains of four or five fish trap frames can be discerned—
three in the front row, one behind it, and the final one still further behind—perhaps with
remnants of a leader to channel the catch towards them. The depths of the three posts
extracted from this area in the contemporary clay varied between 8 cm (MP13) and 59 cm
(MP08; Fig. 7; Table 2).
Ethnographic and archaeological studies of fish weirs elsewhere have noted the pres-
ence of bracing elements— oblique poles or pegged guy ropes— to shore up either the
leaders or the pound against the forces of the tide. Examples may be cited from Normandy
(Billard 2012: cover image; Billard et al. 2012a: 28–32; Chatelais et al. 2012: 110), Essex
(Hall and Clark 2000: 136), Colwick (Salisbury 1981), Bunratty (O’Sullivan 2001: 171)
and the Lower Bann (Mitchell 1965: 15). A single post (CP23) located about 1.7 m south
of the pound edge may be evidence of the same at Ashlett (Fig. 2), but as only one such
post was found, this interpretation is tentative.
Radiocarbon Dating and Species Identification
Three posts were extracted from the core fish weir in April 2016 for radiocarbon dating and
species identification (Table 3). Posts from the western extension and fishtrap frames could
not be relocated during this visit, and so were not sampled: they were presumably buried,
or perhaps had eroded away, in the intervening decade. Calibrated radiocarbon dating of
samples from the extracted posts produced first-sigma dates of AD 720–40 and 765–895
for both posts WP13 and NP2, and AD 680–880 for post CP15.3 These broadly eighth–
ninth century AD dates place the posts squarely within the middle Saxon period. Since they
overlap substantially, this may be reflective of a single construction event. However, even
if this is the case, the weir would have required ongoing maintenance during its lifetime,
and it is even possible that none of these posts date to the absolutely original construction
(Bannerman and Jones 1999: 74; Hall and Clark 2000; O’Sullivan 2003: 452–3).
The same posts were species-identified to genus level as deciduous oak (Quercus Sp.):
their archaeological context in southern England implies pedunculate or sessile oak (Q.
robur or Q. petraea respectively) as the likely species. However, anatomical features of
archaeological wood samples do not allow identification of deciduous oaks to species
level.4 Meanwhile, traces of bark observed in 2005 on some in situ posts of the northern
leader were suggestive of birch (Betula sp.); visual inspection of several pieces of wattle on
the western leader and western extension were suggestive of Corylus sp. These identifi-
cations are consistent with wood types used in fish weirs elsewhere in Britain. Hall and
Clark (2000) identified Quercus, Betula and willow/poplar (Salix/Populus) among posts in
3 At 95% probability. Radiocarbon dating was carried out by the Beta Analytic Radiocarbon Dating
Laboratory, 4985 S.W. 74th Court, Miami, Florida 3315, U.S.A.
4 Species identification was by Dr. Sara Rich of the Maritime Archaeology Trust on 19 May 2016, with
confirmations by Dr. Roderick Bale and Prof. Nigel Nayling of the University of Wales, Trinity Saint David.
We are grateful to these scholars for their assistance.
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Saxon weirs at Collins Creek in Essex, and these plus Corylus in the wattle hurdles.
Catchpole et al. (2013: 13—18) identified oak, alder, and birch for posts at sites in the
Severn estuary, and widespread use of willow in basket traps. The eighteenth century
Traité général des pesches of Duhamel Du Monceau (1769: 1.2.84) reports that willow,
poplar, birch, hazel “and other pliable woods” were used as wattle in the construction of
wooden fish weirs in France at his time.
Relationships Between the Structures
The difference in construction technique between the leaders of the core fish weir and the
western extension raise the question of whether or not these constitute parts of the same
fish weir. In favour of the proposition is the fact that the western extension and western
leader of the core fish weir are clearly in alignment with each other. Against it is the fact
that the construction techniques of each are quite different—in terms of the spacing of the
posts, the tool used to cutting them (see below), and the construction of the wattle hurdles.
The absence as yet of radiocarbon dates for posts from the western extension means that
the question cannot be resolved at this stage by reference to absolute dating.
On its own, the shared alignment of the western extension and western arm of the core
fish weir do not guarantee that the core fish weir and western extension are contemporary
components of the same structure. It is possible that the western extension is rather the
leader of an adjacent weir, the pound and other leader of which have been lost. This
putative second weir might have been contemporary with the ‘core’ weir—but that leaves
its divergent construction unexplained. Alternatively, it could belong to a different phase,
with whichever was the later weir being built with reference to the visible remains of the
other, and reflecting a communal familiarity with the behaviour of fish in the area. Such a
time-deep interpretation implies a tradition of fishing on the site. As O’Sullivan (2003)
observes, it might reflect an “archaeological” knowledge of the estuary among local fishing
people who were expert in their own fishing grounds, and who were inspired to build there
by the remnants they observed.
However, a comparison of the Ashlett site with fish weirs of similar structure operating
in Normandy to the present day provides an ethnographic parallel that suggests the western
extension and core fish weir might be part and parcel of the same structure after all. Billard
Table 3 Radiocarbon (Radiometric plus) dates from fishweir timbers (‘lower structure’)
No Materiala Radiometric plus datesb
Conventional radiocarbon
age (B.P.)
Calibrated result (95%
Probability) (AD)
Lab. no
WP13 (Wooden post
(Quercus sp.)
1200 ± 30 720–40, 765–895 Beta-
437122
CP15 (Wooden post
(Quercus sp.)
1240 ± 30 680–880 Beta-
437109
NP2 (Wooden post
(Quercus sp.)
1200 ± 30 720–40, 765–895 Beta-
437110
a Species identification by Dr. Sara Rich, Maritime Archaeology Trust
b Calibrated using IntCal13 and Marine13 radiocarbon age calibration curves (Reimer et al. 2013)
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and colleagues (Chatelais et al. 2012: 111–113; Billard et al. 2012b: 90–95; Billard 2016b:
101–102) present a schema of a fish weir at Hauteville-sur-Mer, recorded in 1927, and
photographs of another taken in 2004, which not only has a very similar round pound to
that of Ashlett, but also leaders that change in their construction after a certain distance
from the pound. The section of each leader that is closest to the pound is built like the
pound itself: it comprises closely set posts between which are attached vertical and hori-
zontal in-fill laths to close the gaps. Further from the pound, the construction changes:
wattle is woven horizontally around the standing posts up to about 40 cm above the
ground; higher than that, a much more open, arching weave is adopted. Drawing on this
ethnographic parallel, the probable reasons for this change in construction can be inter-
preted twofold. First, in its original form, the Ashlett weir (like its French parallels) was
probably tallest at the pound end, with the leaders diminishing in height as they progressed
up the mudflats towards the high-water mark. Davis (1958: 25) describes modern-era
English and Welsh weirs as being 8 ft (2.4 m) high at the pound, reducing to 3 ft (90 cm) at
the end of the leaders. Duhamel du Monceau (1769: 1.2.83; 1.2. pl. 24, Fig. 1)— who also
observed fish weirs with round pounds in France (Fig. 8)—also advises that those built in
relatively sheltered waters may be 8–10 pieds (2.60–3.25 m) high at the pound, but that
those in more exposed locations might reach no more than 3–4 pieds (0.97–1.30 m). In any
case, the leaders would be made at a progressively lower height as they proceed up the
intertidal zone to the high water mark while still effectively steering the fish towards the
pound. They would, moreover, have been submerged for a shorter time, and in shallower
water: this would have reduced both the force and the duration of the tidal currents acting
against them, thus requiring a lighter structure. Second, in the ebbing tide it is likely that
the core of the weir would have become the focal point not only for the desired fish, but
also for detritus such as sediment and mobile vegetation, ranging from seaweed to tree
branches. This core area would therefore have had to be strong enough to withstand the
pressure of floating objects guided towards it by the leaders, and also to resist the pressure
of water and materials building up behind it on the ebb tide—again, bearing in mind that
the velocity of the ebb current in Southampton Water is typically twice that of the flood.
People attending the weir to gather the catch would have had a secondary task of removing
detritus that would threaten its structural integrity, and making repairs where it was
compromised (Lewes 1924: 99).
Duhamel du Monceau offers a further reason for a difference in construction of the outer
sections of the leaders relative to the core. First, the rods of the wattle in his French
example are set further apart on the outer leaders—2–3 pouces (54–81 mm), compared to
Fig. 8 Engraving of a French fishweir with round pound comparable to the Ashlett fishweir, from Duhamel
du Monceau’s Traité général des pesches (1765: 1.2 pl. 24)
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1.5–2 pouces (41–54 mm) in the core section—in order to allow fry ranging across the
shallows to escape; second, these outer leaders are removed entirely in seasons of the year
when fry proliferate (Duhamel du Monceau 1769: 1.2.83–84). This may also explain why
the posts extracted from the western leader extension of the Ashlett fish weir had sawn
ends rather than pointed stakes: they were not driven so deep into the substrate to the extent
that they could no longer be easily removed, but rather were placed into shallower pre-
excavated holes from which they could be extracted.
In the light of these ethnographic insights, it is probable that the western extension
leader at Ashlett is indeed contemporary with the core weir: it was structurally lighter to
allow removability and in order to ensure best use of resources by concentrating posts
where they were most needed, and thinning them out where possible. Indeed, an expla-
nation for the 19 m gap between the western leader of the core fish weir and the western
extension can be discerned in the 1870, 1898 and 1930 Ordnance Survey maps of the
saltmarshes (Fig. 9): superimposition of the geo-referenced fishery structures over the maps
shows that a channel incising the saltmarsh cut through the weir at this point. Any posts
that existed along this section would therefore have been exposed by the channel and
destroyed.
Finally, if the proposed fish trap frames are correctly interpreted as such, then they
cannot have been in operation at the same time as the core fish weir, since the catchment of
the latter would have rendered the former redundant. Either the fish traps operated before
the weir was built, or after it had fallen into disrepair.
Tool Marks
Of the four posts extracted from the substrate of the core fish weir, two (WP 29 and NP02)
had intact lower ends, and both had been sharpened to a spire point (Figs. 5, 6 respec-
tively). The broad cut faces and long tool marks—up to 50 mm— suggest the use of a
Fig. 9 Close-up of the posts of the core fishweir, western extension and fishtraps overlaid onto a
georectified close-up of the 1898 Ordnance Survey 1:10,560 (Image: Posts surveyed by the authors;
basemap Crown Copyright and Landmark Information Group Limited (2016). All rights reserved. (1898))
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relatively large iron tool such as a billhook or axe, characteristic of medieval and later
periods.5 In contrast, the two posts extracted from the western extension that had preserved
lower ends (WP48 and WP51) had both been cut square with a saw: this clearly has
implications for how, and particularly how far, these were driven into the substrate. Cut
marks on the wattle of the core fish weir and western extension suggest that the y were cut
with a single slanting cut, suggestive of a large billhook. Finally, two of the three posts
extracted from the fish trap frames (MP08 and MP13) had been sharpened to a point, and
one (MP09) was cut square using a saw. The one fish-trap frame post that had been
sharpened—MP08—had considerably smaller faces than those used on posts WP29 and
NP02, suggesting the use of a much smaller or blunter tool, or perhaps a stone one
(Fig. 10). The latter interpretation may be suggestive of a considerably earlier date, but the
sawn ends of the two other posts from the fishtrap structures militates against such an
interpretation. Clearly the dating of these traps frames merits further investigation.
Function and Operation
The Ashlett weir and traps are located close to the outlet of Ashlett Creek in the lower
foreshore mudflats. Allowing for change in the course of the creek in the intertidal zone
over time, it is possibly for this reason that the structures were located where they are:
contemporary local topography would have determined the length and relative positioning
of the leaders (Duhamel du Monceau 1769: 1.2.84). Fish move shoreward with the flood
tide in search of food, especially towards the outlets of freshwater streams such as Ashlett
Creek, which bring down nutrients from the land. They turn and head towards deeper water
with the ebb (Davis 1958: 26; O’Sullivan 2003: 451; Gabriel et al. 2005: 199). Those that
make their turn within the catchment area of the trap are guided by the leaders towards the
pound. Since their instinct is to head for deeper water, the fish do readily turn around and
seek an exit around the open ends of the leaders, which in any case will ultimately be left
high and dry as the water recedes.
As today, the pound would have been set close to the low-water mark in order to
maximise the area of foreshore within the catchment area (Duhamel du Monceau 1769:
1.2.84). However, the weir needed to be accessible to its operators on most tides—neeps
and springs—and they needed enough time to empty and maintain it before the flood tide
returned, so it was probably set closer to the low neep tide mark than that of the spring. The
closed form of the pound of the Ashlett fish weir, with no mechanism apparent for dis-
abling its trapping action, implies a fishery that was used all year round, and which was
attended continuously by a nearby community. Such a structure would, once in place, catch
fish on every tide. The catch would inevitably attract the attention of seabirds and poachers,
and so would have to be closely guarded on each ebb. Nets or some kind of cover over the
pound—for which there is of course no archaeological evidence—might have been
deployed in order to afford some protection from the air: there are parallels for this in the
twentieth century salmon ‘garths’ of Ravenglass, Cumbria (Davis 1958; 30). However,
access to the pound cannot have been barred entirely without interfering with its function:
effective fishing would therefore have required an anticipatory human presence at each low
tide (Duhamel du Monceau 1769: 1.2.84–85), including nocturnal attendance, as recent
ethnographic examples show (Chatelais et al. 2012: 112). Lewes in 1924 (399) reports the
experiences of a Welsh fish weir keeper, Miss Davies: ‘[S]he had often to keep night
5 We are grateful to Damian Sanders for his advice on the question of tool marks.
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Fig. 10 Line drawing of
roundwood post MP08 from the
putative fish-trap frame area.
Note the many small tool marks
of the point (Image: J.P. Cooper)
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watches, alert with the lantern and net, that she might be ready when the tide receded to
secure her haul.”
Another reason for being in immediate attendance was to release immature fish while
there was still time. Indeed, it may well be that mature fish were actively killed—removed,
speared or clubbed—before the last of the water left the pound (Gabriel et al. 2005: 199).
Meanwhile, leaving the weir unattended for prolonged periods would have been prob-
lematic: without some way of disabling the trap, fish would have been caught in any case,
needlessly depleting fish stocks and polluting the environment (Duhamel du Monceau
1769: 1.2.83–85; Davis 1958: 26–27). Duhamel du Monceau (1769: 1.2.84) recommends
that fish weir builders leave a gap of 3 pouces (81 mm) between the lower edge of the
wattle and ground level and cover it with a 1.5 pouce (41 mm) net or mesh to allow fry to
escape, but he complains that few in his experience did.
Historical Context
The eighth–ninth century dating of Ashlett’s core fish weir places it in chronological
context with several V-shaped wooden fish weirs of Britain and Ireland (Table 1; Fig. 4).
Many of these occur in southern British estuaries, notably the Severn, the Thames, the
Blackwater, the Stour and and the Solent. It is worth noting that the three Saxon/Saxo-
Norman fish weirs found to date in the Solent and Southampton Water area have circular
pounds. The Binstead and Ashlett weirs are directly contemporary. This picture suggests a
morphological vernacular for Solent and Southampton Water fish weirs in the Saxon period
that is distinct from other areas of Britain and Ireland. Round pounds have been recorded at
Saxon weirs in the Severn at Beachley and Aust/Oldbury Flats (Chadwick and Catchpole
2012: 58–62), but these are typically only 1 m in diameter, and so remain distinct from the
Solent and Southampton Water examples. The similarities that this style has with present-
day fish weirs in Normandy is particular intriguing given that the Norman monastery of
Mont-Saint-Michel is known to have owned fish weirs on the south coast of England, in
particular Exeter (Mollat 1967). Davis (1958: 29) makes reference to implicitly recent (i.e.
mid-twentieth century) examples of a weir type with a round pound that ‘appears to have
existed on the southern side of the Thames estuary’, but he does not identify or locate
specific examples. The pronounced regional variation of fish weir types in Britain and
Ireland has been highlighted by O’Sullivan (2003: 451, 462).
In more recent times, the ownership and operation of British fish weirs has often been
associated with individual families, who either owned or leased the fishing rights from a
local landowner (Davis 1958: 25; Jenkins 1974: 6; James and James 2003: 30–35). Before
the Reformation, however, associations are known between these structures and medieval
monastic institutions. The influence of Christianity on diet, and in particular its emphasis
on fish during seasons such as Lent and Advent, when meat was forbidden, has been cited
as a reason for widespread use of fish weirs, fish ponds, and similar devices in pre-
Reformation Britain (Dyer 1988; Strachan 1998: 280; O’Sullivan 2003; Scearce 2009: 7).
Such ecclesiastical ownership arrangements extend back to the Saxon period: Bath
Abbey’s estate at Tidenham in Gloucestershire, which the Abbey owned from AD 956 to
AD 1060, contained 104 fish weirs (Dyer 1988: 78). Meanwhile while Strachan (1998:
279–280) has noted both the proximity of the Saxon fish weir at Sales Point in Essex to a
nearby Saxon church and also Bede’s mention of a large monastery at Ythanchester,
modern Bradwell, near the mouth of the Blackwater estuary. Other medieval monastic fish
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weirs are known throughout Wales (Jenkins 1974: 34). Saxon ecclesiastical institutions
close to the Ashlett fisheries that might lay claim to it include Romsey Abbey and the Old
Minster at Winchester (Russel 2002: 22–23). In the early thirteenth century, meanwhile,
there is record of the ownership by the Hospital of God’s House in Southampton of a new
foreshore fish weir at Dibden, less than 8 km along the shore from the Ashlett weir (Dyer
1988: 78–9; O’Sullivan 2003: 452, 456–458; Bannerman and Jones 1999: 75).
The nature of the ownership of the Ashlett fisheries is of course unknown. O’Sullivan
(2003: 462) associates smaller fish weirs with secular communities, and the larger ones
with monastic institutions. Certainly, as Heppell (2011: 93) observes, the quantities of
wood required for immense fish weirs such as those of the Blackwater estuary imply the
resources of a large estate. If O’Sullivan’s characterisation is correct, then the Ashlett weir
might be associated with a nearby settlement, such as at Ashlett itself, from which it could
be regularly accessed on the receding tide. The toponym is of Saxon derivation, æsce ﬂete,
meaning ‘the fast stream of the ash trees’. Evidence of nearby Saxon settlement includes
All Saints church at nearby Fawley, and a saltern at Ashlett is described as being of
‘possible early medieval date’ (Wessex Archaeology 2010: 5.5.4, Appendix E, 2.1.10,
2.1.11, 2.1.16, 2.2.6). In any case, if the owners of the weir did not live at or near Ashlett,
then its operators almost certainly did.
The widespread presence in Southampton Water of salterns of various dates alerts us to
the possibility that some of the catch of the weir might have been salted for preservation
and/or transportation further inland. Meanwhile the radiocarbon dates for the weir’s posts
suggest that it was contemporary with the heyday of Hamwic, the Saxon urban precursor to
Southampton, which developed as a royal town with planned urban layout, a market and
even its own mint (Morton et al. 1992: 26–29; Fig. 1). It may be that part of the output of
the weir found its way, fresh or salted, to this important nearby market. Finally, in response
to O’Sullivan’s speculation about size versus ownership, it may be that the relatively small
size of the Ashlett weir had more to do with the local topography of intertidal zone than its
ownership.
Whatever the social constitution of the communities operating the Ashlett fish weir and
traps, their members clearly had a territorial stake in the Ashlett intertidal zone, and the
right to at least enough of the weir’s output to warrant its upkeep. As O’Sullivan (2003) has
argued, such an attachment to place carries with it connotations of identity, belonging,
tradition, and memory in addition to technological and fishing expertise. Although
Southampton Water has yet to yield a chronological depth in standing fishery structures to
match that of the Blackwater and Severn estuaries or Strangford Lough, the Ashlett
structures nevertheless point to a particular community with a local attachment, and an
intimate knowledge of the habits of fish in the intertidal zone. Indeed, as O’Sullivan and
Van de Noort (2005) explore, the temporal rhythms inhering in intertidal spaces not only
determine work patterns—for example with respect to the function of the weir—but also,
as O’Sullivan (2003: 466) notes, they may well have set its operators apart from other
members of their community, such as agricultural labourers on adjacent fields, whose lives
were governed by different rhythms.
Just why the Ashlett fishery structures fell out of use is unknown. In the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries—and indeed in the nineteenth—legislators passed laws to regulate and
restrict the use of fish weirs, sometimes to preserve fish stocks, and sometimes to remove
hazards to navigation (Godbold et al. 1994: 47). We have no positive evidence of the same
from the Saxon period. Other possible factors include a catastrophic event or, more
probably, change to the topography of the intertidal zone that undermined the effectiveness
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of the weir. Once abandoned, the parts of the weir above ground would have been subject
to the destructive action of the sea, of rot, and of marine boring organisms.
Saltmarsh Morphodynamics
The late first-millennium date of the Ashlett fish weir adds a useful datum for the
understanding of the morphodynamics of the saltmarshes of this part of Southampton
Water which, like many around Britain, are characterised by a marsh-edge cliff of 0.5–1 m
in height, and below it a sloping ‘erosional shore platform’ that transitions to the mudflats
below (Allen 1987, 1989, 2001, 2002; Kirkby 1990; Wilkinson and Murphy 1995; Allen
and Gardiner 2000; Ke and Collins 2002). Juxtaposition of geo-referenced Ordnance
Survey maps and remote sensing imagery of the area since 1898—together with surveys of
the nearby saltmarsh cliff edge conducted by the authors in 2005 and 2016—demonstrate a
marked and ongoing regression of the marsh edge (Fig. 11). A total saltmarsh edge retreat
of 294 m in the area of the weir seen during that 118-year period corresponds to an average
of 2.5 m yr−1. However, some 187 m of that retreat has taken place since the survey for the
1962 Ordnance Survey 1:10,000 map was carried out. Hence the average rate over the last
half-century has been some 3.5 m yr−1. This figure compares with recent rates of 1–
3 m yr−1 recorded in the nearby Hythe area (Quaresma et al. 2007), and 4–5 m yr−1 in the
West Solent (Ke and Collins 2002: 422). What this dynamic also demonstrates is that the
remains of the fish weir and traps were buried under saltmarsh until after the survey that
was conducted for the 1962 Ordnance Survey map, but before that of the 1974 map, after
which the structures became exposed as the saltmarsh plateau retreated and the now-
exposed mud that covered them eroded away.
What the dating also indicates is that the marsh cannot have existed to its 1898 extent at
the time the weir was functioning, in the late-first millennium AD. Indeed, operation of the
weir would have required a significant area of open foreshore above it that would function
as a catchment area. What this suggests is either that the saltmarshes of the area prograded
significantly at some point following construction of the weir in the early medieval period
until a turning point some time before 1898, or that that an inlet—presumably Ashlett
Creek—cut through the marsh at point further north than the Creek currently does. Both
may have played a role. However, the former interpretation corresponds with Pye and
French’s conclusion (1993) that, in south-eastern England, saltmarshes prograded between
‘the Middle Ages’ and the nineteenth century, having previously been in a phase of retreat
from about AD 200.
Caution should be exercised in considering the implications of this dating, however.
While it is tempting to imaging a single episode of progradation beginning some time after
abandonment of the weir, followed by a single period of retreat, the situation may well
have been more complex. Saltmarshes have been observed to undergo autocyclic phases of
expansion, retreat and recovery governed by feedback mechanisms that connect marsh
platform accretion, slope, wave action and cliff-face erosion (Yapp et al. 1917; Linthusrt
and Seneca 1980; Harmsworth and Long 1986; Pringle 1995; Pye 1995; Allen 2000a;
2000b; Ke and Collins 2002: 432–433; Van de Koppel et al. 2005; Pedersen and Bartholdy
2007; van der Wal et al. 2008). These may also be related to feedback cycles of vertical
accretion, first proposed by Pethick (1981) and subsequently refined by van Wijnen and
Bakker (2001), whereby rates of sediment accretion on a saltmarsh plateau diminish over a
period of 100–200 years as the frequency of inundation of the accreting marsh diminishes.
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Moreover, the planimetric development of the intertidal zone—particularly the relationship
between the saltmarsh and downslope mudflats—also appears also to be cyclical, and
connected to erosion of the saltmarsh cliff (Pethick 1981; Lewes 1997; Gabet 1998;
Schwimmer 2001; Marani et al. 2007; Gedan et al. 2009). Indeed, Quaresma et al. (2007)
have observed an inverse relationship between cliff retreat and mudflat accretion at nearby
Hythe flats, just 6 km up the Southampton Water estuary from Ashlett. Moreover, the
deposition of sediment from an eroding saltmarsh onto the mudflats below can lead to a
new colonisation by pioneer saltmarsh flora seaward of the saltmarsh cliff (van der Wal
et al. 2008: 361).
Notwithstanding these caveats, salt marshes have been observed to be in a state of
retreat across many wetlands of northwest Europe—and beyond—in some cases since the
nineteenth century (Penland et al. 1990; Allen 2000; van der Wal and Pye 2004). Effected
estuaries include those of the Greater Thames since the nineteenth century (Harmsworth
Fig. 11 Changes in the location of the mean low water mark (1870–1974) and saltmarsh cliff (1898–2013)
in the area around the Ashlett fishery structures, georeferenced onto aerial photography. All mean low- and
high-water marks and cliff lines are traced from the 1:10,560/1:10:000 Ordnance Survey maps of 1870,
1898, 1962 and 1974. The 2005 cliff-edge survey is by the authors. The 2013 cliff is traced from the base
image. (Image: fishery structures survey by the authors; aerial photograph courtesy of Channel Coastal
Observatory (Image ID: 404082; www.channelcoast.org); Ordnance Survey maps (Scale 1:10,560 and
1:10,000) from which high-water, low-water and cliff-edge lines derived Crown Copyright and Landmark
Information Group Limited (2016). All rights reserved. (1870, 1898, 1962 and 1974)
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and Long 1986; van der Wal and Pye 2004), parts of the Westerschelde (van der Wal et al.
2008), and Southampton Water and the Solent since the eighteenth century (Tubbs 1980;
Hooke and Riley 1987; Western Solent and Southampton Water Coastal Group. 1998; May
2000). Several reasons for this retreat have been explored. One of them is the dieback of
saltmarsh plants, particularly Spartina anglica, whether naturally or as a result of pollutants
such as hydrocarbons or herbicides (Baker 1975; Manners 1975; Meakins et al. 1995;
Leggett et al. 1995; Western Solent and Southampton Water Coastal Group. 1998; Mason
et al. 2003). This process was first observed in the nearby Beaulieu estuary in 1928, and is
widespread in southern England (Goodman et al. 1959; Haynes and Coulson 1982).
Another reason is dredging: Cox et al. have demonstrated the impact of an increased tidal
prism on erosion rates in the highly modified Westerschelde estuary on the Dutch–Belgian
border as a result of channel dredging (Smit et al. 1997; Cox et al. 2003), while Blott et al.
have shown how dredging and training-wall construction in Liverpool Bay and the Mer-
sey’s Outer Estuary were “the most important factors affecting the morphology and
distribution of sediment in the estuary in the last 100 years”, causing a net influx of
sediment into the Inner Estuary (2006: 202).
Dredging is surely a significant factor in Southampton Water, where the shipping
channel has been enlarged progressively since the nineteenth century AD in order to
accommodated ever-larger ships. The process has continued into recent times, with major
works taking place in 1970 (Flood 1981), the late 1990s (Morris and Gibson 2007) and,
most recently, in 2013–14, when the main channel was both widened and deepened in a
scheme that set out to remove 30mn t of material (Associated British Ports 2013). Dredging
is active in increasing the erosion of mudflats (Cox et al. 2003; van der Wal and Pye 2004:
387), diminishing the supply of sediment to the saltmarsh plateau due to reduced periods of
inundation (Pethick 1981; Van Wijnen and Bakker 2001), and increasing ebb flow rates
(Dronkers 1986). Dyer (1970) observed linear furrows just below the mean low water mark
in Southampton Water between Fawley and Calshott, close to the Ashlett fisheries, and
attributed this to secondary currents set up by dredging of the main channel. A further
factor in saltmarsh cliff retreat observed in Southampton Water is shell-induced erosion
caused by the accumulation of shells along and on top of the salt-marsh edge (Quaresma
et al. 2007). The expansion of shell cheniers or ‘washover fans’ (Ke and Collins 2002: 419)
on the Ashlett saltmarsh edge was a notable change observed in the area between fieldwork
done in 2005 and 2016, as was the extensive covering of previously exposed Holocene
mudflats with significant quantities of shell debris. The deposition of shell material is
reported to cause vegetation damage, with denuded marsh-edges then eroding faster than
vegetated ones (Francalanci et al. 2013).
The significance of the role of wind-blown waves in saltmarsh erosion is not so clearly
established—especially in a relatively sheltered estuary such as that of Southampton Water
(Quaresma et al. 2007: 132). However high-amplitude ship and boat waves have been seen
to be a factor in erosion processes in narrow channels (Anderson 1976; Parnell and
Kofoed-Hansen 2001; Bauer et al. 2002; Verney et al. 2007; Herbich and Schiller 2011),
and might be a factor in Southampton Water too. The role of ongoing sea-level rise in the
retreat of the salt marshes is also unproven. Tide-gauge data for the nearest station, at
Portsmouth, suggests a 2 mm yr−1 increase in local mean relative sea levels over the two
decades to 2015,6 while data for the century to 1996 suggests a rate of 4–5 mm yr−1 (Cundy
and Croudace 1996: 465). Saltmarshes are seen to be able to cope with sea-level rise, and
6 Based on the annualised mean of monthly means for the years 1995–2015. The data were supplied by the
British Oceanographic Data Centre as part of the function of the National Tidal and Sea Level Facility,
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indeed outstrip it, provided that sedimentary supply remains adequate (Haslett et al. 2001)
—but dredging in Southampton Water may well mean that this vital latter condition is not
being met.
The construction of “hard” sea defences on the landward side of the marshes has also
been identified as adding to saltmarsh stress, and contributing to “coastal squeeze”
whereby marshes are compressed between advancing sea levels and rigid engineering: the
local Shoreline Management Plan for the Ashlett area recommends a “hold the existing
defence line” policy (Western Solent and Southampton Water Coastal Group. 1998; Bray
et al. 2000: 102). This process of squeeze has been exacerbated by saltmarsh reclamation
activity as part of construction of the Fawley oil refinery and power station, both of which
advanced the high water mark seaward—the former by as much as 700 m, and the latter by
up to 300 m (Coughlan 1975: 28).
Conclusion
Discovery of a middle-Saxon-period fish weir and (undated) fish traps in the intertidal zone
near Ashlett provides a new insight into maritime resource exploitation in Southampton
Water in the early medieval period. At a time when nearby Southampton was emerging as
a prominent political centre, communities on the estuary were deploying standing fishery
technologies capable of making large catches that might have found their way by boat to
urban markets. The owners of the weir are of course not known, but historical records
indicate that ecclesiastical ownership of weirs was common prior to the Reformation. The
weir is the only one on the south coast of mainland Britain to have been studied in detail.7
Its circular pound is similar to two other weirs of Saxon/Norman date on the nearby Isle of
Wight, and suggests a local vernacular in fish weir technologies that is largely distinct from
broadly contemporary examples in, for example, the Severn, Thames and Blackwater
estuaries. Meanwhile, it bears striking resemblances to fish-weir technologies deployed on
the southern shore of the English Channel until recent times.
The Saxon dating of the core fish weir provides a useful datum in understanding
foreshore morphodynamics in this part of the Southampton Water estuary. Regressive
mapping demonstrates that the local saltmarsh has been in a state of retreat since the late
nineteenth century, and that the structure became uncovered between the time of the
Ordnance Survey’s survey for its 1962 map, and that of 1974. However, the existence and
location of the weir demonstrates that the saltmarsh in the late first millennium AD cannot
have extended so far across the intertidal zone as it went on to do in the nineteenth century.
Saltmarshes are known to fluctuate in their extent, and those of southern Britain are
currently in a state of retreat. Given that the weir would have needed an open area above it
in the intertidal zone into which fish could range before following the ebb tide into the trap,
this suggests that the saltmarsh was also in a state of abeyance in the eighth–ninth centuries
relative to its nineteenth century position which, given its proximity to the mean low tide
level, must have been something of a maximum.
Footnote 6 continued
hosted by the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory and funded by the Environment Agency and the Natural
Environment Research Council. See http://www.bodc.ac.uk. Last accessed 6 September 2016.
7 Although Trevarthen (2010: 33) suggests that v-shaped features visible under water near Needs Ore Point
in the western Solent on Royal Air Force aerial photography may be the traces of “medieval or post-
medieval” fish weirs. These have not been ground-truthed.
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The dynamic situation that led to the exposure of the Ashlett fish weir structures will
continue to determine its fate. The inspection of 2016 revealed a site that was much
changed since 2005. Few of the fish weir’s posts—and none of those from the fish-trap
frames or western extension— were visible above the surface. In part this was because a
mobile layer of broken shell had become deposited over what was previously exposed
blue–grey Holocene clay, covering the posts. But it is also probable that the some of the
posts that were least embedded had been eroded out of the substrate after the 2005
fieldwork, particularly if erosion patterns observed at Hythe are also present here (Quar-
esma et al. 2007). In the absence of significant human intervention in broader estuary
dynamics, the posts will remain subject to the tidal and sedimentary regimes at work in the
intertidal zone—including cockle dredging activities suggested by drag marks on the
substrate visible both during the 2016 visit and on remote sensing imagery of the area.
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